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I never played parser games back in the day so I went in this without nostalgia goggles. Despite this, Snail Trek won me over
with it's charm and how painless the parser system was. I've heard a lot of bad things about old text adventures and this game
thankfully avoids them. It's short but that time is enjoyable not frustrating.. I haven't had this much fun playing as a snail since
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King's Quest 3! If that dreadful mouse had never become en vogue and people demanded things like a "cursor" and "256 VGA
graphics", then this game is what the progression of late 80s Sierra games would have become! With an intelligent parser and
text prediction to assist the user with figuring out the right thing to say, this is a fun/nostalgic trip. The puzzles in this game were
about "just right". Nothing too particularly difficult, but not overly easy either. There is that right amount of difficulty to make
solving the puzzles feel like an achievement.. Great game really felt like I was playing an Old Sierra Text Phaser adventure but a
bit of moderness as to not make it too stressful. 10/10 Would recommend. Plus it's less than a buck so what's there to lose.
Nothing that's what.. This game oozes gastropodan charm. The game is short, but it somehow manages to world-build an entire
snail-run civilization and introduce you to a cast of charming characters.. A quite enjoyable experience! Parser is great, puzzles
were solvable with thought, and graphically it felt right.. Excellent game. The best game starring spacefaring snails I've played in
2017.. The Snail Trek series is well worth your time. On the surface it may just seem like a nostalgic throwback to old Sierra On-
Line parser games of the late 80s/early 90s. Not so. The text parser is perhaps the best that's ever been made. Taking inspiration
from modern smartphones, the text parser here will autocorrect common spelling mistakes, auto-suggest words in the sentence,
and auto-complete long words. The story itself is endearing, charming, funny, and definitely more interesting than you would
think a game about talking snails would be. If you have any love for the freedom of parser games -- or even just want to
experience that freedom for the first time -- then Snail Trek is where you want to go.. Awesome space snail adventure in the
style of early Sierra classics. The text parser is very well done, the narrative is engaging, and the challenges move the story along
in a fun way. The first chapter is very short at around fifteen or twenty minutes, but the overall quality is great. Throw a buck
down on the game - it's definitely worth that much at least.

Snail Trek releasing in a couple of days! : In the meantime, check out the page for Chapter 2 - A Snail Of Two Worlds!.
Chapter 3 store page is now live. : It should be available in early January.. The Snail Trek series now available for MacOS and
Linux : I'm happy to announce that Snail Trek 1-4 are now available for MacOS and Linux! Enjoy!. Chapter 2 of Snail Trek is
now available! : Go get it here while it's got the launch discount, and find out what happens to those snails!. Chapter 3 is now
available! : Have at it!. Snail Trek 1 patch : This patch includes: - a number of parser bug fixes - some grammar fixes - most
importantly (?), updated Baguette ship graphics. Rainbow DLC now available : If you've enjoyed the Snail Trek series and want
to support to the developer so they can make more games like this, the Rainbow DLC is available for chapter 1. It outfits the
main character into moving rainbow colors (can be disabled in the Options dialog), and adds an entry into the ship's missing
computer page.. Chapter 1 is now available! :. Snail Trek merchandise is now available! : Mugs, shirts, phone cases and more
here! [www.redbubble.com]
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